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NTWC FALL MEETING 
NOVEMBER 4, 2014 

TRADEWINDS ISLAND GRAND 

RESORT – ST. PETE BEACH, FL 
NOVEMBER 4 – 6, 2014 

 

 

Agenda – November 4, 2014 (Day 1) 
1) Welcome and Introductions  
2) NTWC Priorities for FY15  
3) Reinterpretation of TAS for CWA 303(c) and Impaired Waters CWA 303(d)  
4) GAP Guidance 
5) Continued Discussion on Certified Operator Discussion 
6) PFC Assessment Presentation  
7) Strategy Mining Loopholes  
8) Hydrofracking Strategy 
9) Strategy to interact with EPA tomorrow 

 
 

1) Welcome and Introductions – Ken Norton 
Ken called the meeting to order at 8:37 a.m. 

Today’s meeting was attended by NTWC members.  The agenda was developed to focus on the 
NTWC’s accomplishments, priorities and set a road map to integrate with EPA and other tribal 
organizations moving forward.  

Ken welcomed Dan Mosely from the Pyramid Lake Tribe. He has provided an immense amount 
of technical assistance within Region 9 regarding WQS development and macroinvertebrate 
research. Dan is a treasure with tribes across the nation. 

Ken asked Dan to open with a prayer.  

 

Michael Bolt called roll call: 

Ken Norton, Steve Terry, Nancy Schuldt, Eric Morrison, Phil Cernera, Daniel Chythlook, 
Rene Rickard, Shaun Livermore, Kathy Brosemer, Denise Jensen, Dave Fuller, Jasmine 
Alvarado, Sheena Kennedy and Pamela Blasdell 
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Absent:  
Dan Kusnierz – Stuck in Bangor, Maine due to snow storm  
James Grider 
Alex Cabillo is in Washington, DC representing the National Tribal Caucus. 

 

Ken outlined the proceedings for today’s meeting.  He asked the council for additions or changes 
to the agenda.  

 

2) NTWC Priorities for FY15 – Open Discussion 

Ken explained the purpose of this discussion is to review and prioritize the council’s initiatives 
over the past two years.  The council has made great strides opening many doors working with 
EPA on issues that impact Indian Country (IC).  The foundation the council has established is 
credible not only to EPA headquarters but throughout to the regions.   

Ken asked the group to focus on priorities and initiatives and how to integrate with the agency on 
issues such as Alaska Native Villages (ANVs), reinterpretation, General Assistance Program 
(GAP) guidance and targeted funding.  He asked members to make suggestions for solutions to 
work around barriers within the agency to change statutory impediments particularly in Alaska, 
that impact tribal nations and villages throughout IC. 

The group reviewed a list of priorities for the following initiatives (included in the council 
member’s meeting file): 

 Reinterpretation of TAS for CWA 303(c) and Impaired Waters CWA 303(d)  

 Nutrient Strategy 

 SP -14(b) 

 Targeted funding for 106 

 Mining Loopholes 

 Revision of GAP Guidance 

 Support for sustainable federal funding for the tribal water and waste water operators and 
increase success to drinking water and basic sanitization needs 
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From today’s discussion the group identified: 

 The activities the council wants to engage in 

 How to engage EPA, other tribal organizations and tribal leadership to influence moving 
initiatives forward. 

o Coordinate message with National Tribal Operations Committee (NTOC), Alex 
Cabillo is the go lead for Safe Water on the  NTOC 

o Integrate with individuals who can outreach to lobbyists (where allowable) 
 United South and Eastern Tribes (USET) does not lobby. It can give 

testimony and has a Policy and Legislative Affair staff member.  USET 
can develop a message and briefing paper on the issues.  It can be done 
with the USETs Natural Resource Committee.  It is unified with NTWC 
and sends the message to Washington twice.  

 Example: Hualapai Tribe (Region 9) - Through their senator’s influence, 
the region had language under the Transportation bill that allowed that 
particular tribe does not need to compete for funding under 106.  They 
receive a direct funding amount. (USET is not able to directly lobby 
Congress.  The NTWC can integrate with National Congress of American 
Indians (NCAI). 

o Provide letters to tribal leaders who can endorse/sign off and send to 
congressional chairs, subcommittees 

 Set a road map  

 Identify deliverables or outcomes 

 
3) Reinterpretation of Treatment as State (TAS) for Clean Water Act (CWA) 303(c) and 

Impaired Waters CWA 303(d) –   
Ken developed list of the deliverables based on EPA’s timeline.  The agency is behind schedule.  
The draft of the proposed rulemaking for the Federal Register scheduled for December 2014.  
Our update from Fred and Felicia showed an effort for testing the pulp from state and other 
stakeholders.  There was some positive feedback but few states such as Idaho that have been 
hostile in Indian initiatives showed negative feedback.   

The group discussed their plan for moving forward at the end of the day’s discussions. 

 

4) GAP Guidance 
The group discussed the issues with GAP guidance and its limitations on tribes ability to conduct 
their environmental programs.  Ken asked the group to identify what can be done within the 
agency and outside the agency. 
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Inside the agency:  
Action: Draft letter to Gina McCarthy and JoAnn Chase  
(Group will work on drafting this on Thursday, Day 3 of meeting; 9 – 10 a.m.)  
Work an outline draft letter and have it done by December 10th call. 

 Revise and clarify the definition of capacity building in the guidance document.   
o Keeping it broad with implementation language. 
o Clarify criteria for baseline water monitoring needs.  
o Requesting statutory language which mentions flexibility and tribal priorities. 
o Adequate flexibility to ensure limited funds can be director to address each tribe’s 

human health protection needs.  
o Concept of sustainability and capacity is not defined anywhere. Tribes should be able 

to define in context of their own needs and priorities. 

 Explain ETEPs must be based on Tribes priorities, not headquarters.  The excess 
paperwork drains money from tribal environmental activities. 

 Recommend to randomly select GAP programs and run a statistical analysis.   
 

Next steps: 
1) Review statutory language to help formulate capacity building.   

ETEPS Group: Ken Norton, Nancy Schuldt, Phil Cernera, Dave fuller, Eric Morrison, 
Daniel Chythlook and Denise Jensen 

2) Identify and list of technical limitations tribes experience with GAP Guidance. 
3) Develop draft letter to Gina McCarthy based on Thursday’s working session. 

Wednesday Discussions:  Ask Felicia what are the eligible tasks under AEIO.  (It changed when 
it moved from OW to AEIO.) 

 

Outside the Agency: 
 Use the letter as a tool to focus on what we want people to focus on.  Start with the 

RTOC (not at an RTOC meeting).  Develop a PPT presentation with the concepts on how 
Capacity Building should be identified: 

o Here is how a media specific program you should be able to add additional 
capacity building activities to it. 

o Here is the criteria for aligning baseline water monitoring.  
o Here is the statutory language 
o Here is the different definition from what EPA is using that allows you to do 

program implementation 
o Tribes need flexibility in using GAP funds.  As long as tribes meet certain criteria 

you can use the GAP funds. 
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 Dave Fuller suggested tapping into Northwest Fisheries Commission’s Beyond GAP 
initiative to develop base funding under GAP.  The intention is to make funding 
consistent with GAP rather than the year to year.  

 
5) Continued Discussion on Certified Operator Discussion 
Steve explained the issue USET is experiencing with certification programs for tribal waste and 
drinking water facilities. EPA and USDA should carve out part of the 16 million for tribal lead 
organizations to run certified operator and waste water certification training. As of now, the 
funding is awarded to large corporations with little experience to conduct the program. These 
corporations will often partner with smaller organizations such as USET.  He explained the 
USET has encountered issues partnering Rural Community Assistance Partnership (RCAP). 

The intertribal task force has identified O&M as a barrier for tribes to achieve access for safe 
drinking and waste water.  A significant part of the O&M is having certified operators to be 
incompliance with health risks.  Not having the ability to have tribal access to these programs 
due to funding sets back tribes. 

  
Look at: 

 Tribal certification process is not recognized by the state – funding opportunities for 
utilities 

 Funding mechanisms available to states. And how are they funded?  
States can use a portion of State Revolving Fund (SRF) for certification.  States 
charge a lot for certification.  In Connecticut it is $325 to take the exam.  USET 
charges $50.   

Action: Steve, Michael and Shaun will draft a letter to EPA and USDA requesting take a 
portion of that training and technical assistance funding out for tribal organizations. This is 
not to be at the cost of tribal program funding.  This needs to be multi-year funding. The 
certification should have reciprocity with the states. 

It will be done by December 10th conference call. 

Wednesday: Follow-up with Felicia on the intertribal task force report. 

 

6) PFC Assessment Presentation – Dan Mosely and Sherm ??, University of Reno, NV   
Bob Hall joined via conference line. 
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7) Strategy Mining Loopholes –  
The letter will be sent to Nancy Sutley. Now is a good time for NTWC to embed these comments 
on Waters of the US.  

Spring Meeting: Meet with USACE to discuss wetland permitting on mining, the USACE is 
being contradictory to EPA emergent papers on the importance of headwaters.   

Action: Send letter to Nancy Sutley for comments on Waters of the US that outlines the 
NTWC stand on mining loopholes and concerns exempting waste treatment centers  from 
Waters of US. 

The NTWC discussed a strategy to put out a message educating the public regarding mining 
loopholes:  

 Craft the NTWC message  

 Release a Facebook Boost to target a certain area. To do this, NTWC needs to create an 
action plan.  Develop the issue and what you can do about it.  Great Lakes Area 

 Add pictures to demonstrate what we are talking about before and after. 
 *tailor messages per group 
 

The NTWC kicked around the idea of hiring a professional to create a video.  Steve noted there 
are funds in our budget for a special project.  The video concept could be used for other 
initiatives as well. 

Next Steps: 
Short term –  

 Create a strategy letter. 

 Update our NTWC page with pictures of mining concerns (before and after) 
 
Action: Nancy, Kathleen and Phil will craft two paragraphs, add bullets and pictures on 
NTWC web page to support the mining loophole strategy. 
 

Long term action: Craft a Facebook Blast with video. 

 

8) Hydrofracking Strategy 
The NTWC interaction with EPA on this issue is limited to a response with comments to EPA’s 
focused guidance for fracking with diesel. EPA does not have jurisdiction over fracking.  If 
conducted on federal lands, Bureau of Land Management (BLM) has jurisdiction. All the 
fracking is conducted outside of federal land. 
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Steve suggested targeting state legislators. Pennsylvania has moved forward with regulations 
fracking companies must disclose the chemical compounds used for fracking. Some states and 
counties have outlawed fracking due to issues with contaminated drinking wells.  Bringing this 
issue to EPA or at the federal level will gain little traction since it requires an act of Congress is a 
regulation over the gas and oil industry. 

Nancy Schuldt noted there is a US Forest Service new ground water initiative.  It is not a new 
regulatory authority. It is an institutional policy on how they are going to fully consider the 
impact on forest lands with ground water.  With this in mind what can EPA do short of 
regulatory program in terms of policy to protect ground water resources? 

Tomorrow the RTOC monthly meeting will have a presentation regarding hydraulic fracking.  
Steve read off the highlights of the presentation which lists effluent guidelines in 40CRF- Part 35 
for oil and gas extraction.  They are going to use this to propose rule to amend this to address 
discharges from methane, coal, shale extraction.  It also addresses underground injection.   

Michael Bolt explained his tribe is under threat of hydrofracking polluting their tribes checker 
boarded TAS waters.  His solution is to include language from Kentucky to address polluting in 
caverns.  It addressed the protection of subterranean waters connected to surface waters.  His 
tribe will be able to get EPA 106 staff to include it as it is seen as a CWA jurisdiction.  EPA 106 
does not see ground water connection as it is not covered under the CWA. 

Action: Gather information on the RTOC PowerPoint that makes reference to the federal statute 
and the CWA and craft a recommendation policy document to Gina McCarthy.  

 

9) Strategy to interact with EPA tomorrow: 
The group wrapped up their day’s discussion by reviewing their current initiatives, their position 
and how to interact with EPA at tomorrow’s meeting.  

a) Reinterpretation of TAS for CWA 303(c) and Impaired Waters CWA 303(d)  
There is significant case of law that backs 518 delegation granting tribes inherent 
authority. 

 Push to get it into the federal register 

 Stay steadfast to our position and ask for the draft language.  Assert our position 
on the issue. 

 
b) Nutrient Strategy 

Regroup and push EPA to get all players on board. 

Action: Steve will draft a charter and get everyone to sign it for the interagency 
workgroup.  Steve will do this after the annual USET meeting, December 1st.  
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c) Reponses Paper From Gary Hudiburgh 
Steve noted he had a feeling Gary was censored from OW. 

 Ken suggested taking this outside the agency to congressional tribal contacts and 
liaisons.   

 
d) Funding to Increase To Safe DW 

Working with Felicia asking for support from USDA and EPA to receive funding 
allocation.  

 Ask Felicia who we contact.  
 

e) SP – 14 (b)  
Group discussed the presentation in Region 9 and how headquarters are now allowing 
tribes to submit what they have outlined in their QAP.   Steve noted he made changes 
based on what Alex and Ken presented.   

 The group will hold EPA to their timeline.  They need to move past working on 
criterion.  
 

f) O&M Survey Operator DW and WW Certification  
Entities that have access to funding for data gather as identified in the intertribal task 
force. 
Ken has not had a chance to read the recommendation document. 

 Ask Felicia for clarification on this document and it’s findings. 

 First day looking at training - First day PFC training putting that forward as a 
recommendation and this will promote the training. 
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NTWC FALL MEETING 

NOVEMBER 4, 2014 
TRADEWINDS ISLAND GRAND 

RESORT – ST. PETE BEACH, FL 
NOVEMBER 4 – 6, 2014 

 

 
Agenda – November 5, 2014 (Day 2) 

1) NTWC Priorities 
2) Update on Reinterpretation of TAS  

a) CWA 303(c)  
b) Impaired Waters CWA 303(d) 

3) Continued discussions with Felicia on NTWC follow-up items 
a) Survey on O&M costs from tribal utilities 
b) Update on Nutrient Strategy 

4) NTWC Priorities Discussion with OW Management 
a) GAP Guidance  
b) TAS Reinterpretation of the CWA TAS  
c) Targeted Funding for Tribal Programs  
d) SP-14(b) Initiative 
e) Certification Programs for Tribal Waste and Drinking Water Facilities 
f) Mining Loopholes 

5) Budget Horizon for the Tribal Programs 
6) National Program Guidance  
7) PCF Stream Assessment as it related to Section 319 and 106 Funding -  
8) SP-14(b) Webinar  
9) EPA Action Items Recap 

 

1) NTWC Priorities  

Ken kicked off the discussion reviewing items discussed at yesterday’s meeting. 

Ken expressed the council’s concerns regarding what appears to be a slowdown in 
reinterpretation of TAS for CWA 303(c) and impaired waters CWA 303(d) initiative.  Timelines 
presented spring identified the draft reinterpretation to be completed by December 2014.  He 
asked if the agency was still on schedule with the timeline and if there was anything the council 
could do to assist moving the effort forward.  The NWTC knew there would be opposition from 
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states particularly states that have been hostile towards tribal sovereignty issues.  The council 
feels they have a strong relationship with EPA and based upon case law and direct delegation of 
authority with Congress.  Hopefully EPA will have the discretion and move forward with the 
delegation of authority and have a strong voice for tribes. 

 
2) Update on Reinterpretation of TAS  

a) CWA 303(c) – Fred Luetner 
Fred joined the meeting via conference call to provide an update on reinterpretation of TAS 
initiative.  The agency is in the deliberative process.  Outreach to the states and tribes have been 
completed.  Our current schedule has it going for signature in January.  The schedule has been 
pushed back from the fall due to a number of other key rules ahead of this one.  

Fred cautioned the NTWC, there is no way to tell if the rulemaking will be signed or when it will 
be signed.  So far EPA has received good indications from management but it is different when 
the rule is proposed for signature. 

Outreach consultation and coordination with tribes began in April.  Letters explaining the 
initiative went to all 566 tribes.  Received good input and questions about how this relates to the 
geographic scope of TAS.   
 

 EPA received 45 – 50 comments from 20 individual tribes, USET, and NTWC.  
These comments are helping to frame the rule making package. 

 
All outreach to tribes and states clearly identified the initiative and the changes.   
 
What is not changing: 

The ground rules of geographic scope.   
The idea tribes with reservations can get TAS.  
The definition of reservations. 

 
What is changing: 

The requirement for tribes to demonstrate inherent authority and allowing them to rely on 
delegation from Congress of the federal authority when they make their applications.   

 
Outreach to states - June through September 2014 
Started with state, regional and national associations: 

 National Governors Association 

 Council of State Governments 

 ECOS  

 Western Governors Association 
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Initial briefing went well.  Most asked for follow-on conference calls to educate their 
staff on the issue.  Their ideas and comments were collected.  Questions mostly had to do 
with geographic scope.  EPA reiterated this does not change geographic scope. 
 
Half dozen things were raised and EPA plans to address these in the rule making 
package.  EPA thinks some of the states may be gearing up to give strong negative 
comments in the public comment period.   
 

Specific questions:   

 Why change now over 23 years in practice?   

 Is there a hidden agenda?  

No, just changing a practice we exercised with the information the agency had at 
the time and Congress did legalize this.   

 Is EPA shifting the burden from tribes to demonstrate they do have authority to 
the states who have to show tribes don’t have the authority?   

EPA is trying to address in the rule making package.  The state will always have 
the ability to comment on the tribe’s assertion of authority.  In addition, tribes still 
need to show their borders and what waters it intends to regulate.  States can still 
comment on this as well. 

States under state law not under federal laws, they enforce on tribal reservation. 
This is beyond the reach of the CWA so whatever this initiative rules will not 
impact.  

 
States that have unique situations which are generally related to federal laws other than 
the CWA that impact the ability of tribes to get regulatory authority: 

 ME – Under litigation.  Both the state and tribes are asserting have the authority 
to set WQS in Indian Country the state.  

 AK – Is not quite as contentious at this point.  Only one tribe that has WQS in this 
state. 

 OK – The state still has the opportunity to review the tribes request to get TAS. 
They have to agree in a memorandum of agreement in hand. We have to keep 
repeating this. Once they get a MOA in place, a tribes TAS process may go 
smoothly.  

Ken reminded Fred that MT v EPA was clear that tribes have authority to implement TAS.  The 
Supreme Court recognized delegation of authority under several case law initiatives.  Last March 
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Todd Segal gave us the impression EPA is very supportive of that case law and moving forward 
convincing EPA upper management is on a strong basis.   

Ken asked for clarification on the meaning of listing this initiative as a third tier ranking. 

Fred explained tier ranking is an internal EPA designation meaning, this isn’t a high visibility 
rule.  Not like Waters of US.  It does not need to clear as many bureaucratic hurdles.   

In addition Fred announced the initiative does not need OMB approval which will speed up the 
process.  

 

c) Impaired Waters CWA 303(d) – Sarah Furtak 
Outreach to tribes and states have been completed.  EPA is working to implement the comments.   

EPA has been stating with this rulemaking that this initiative Clean Water Act Section 518 that 
eligible tribes can seek treatment in a smaller manner as a state section 303d; however, EPA does 
not have the existing regulation to address how tribes obtain TAS for the 303d program. 
Regulations are in place establishing a process for other programs under CWA such as NPDES, 
Permitting, Standards, 319 and 106.  Here we are outlining a process. 

The NTWC help has helped the process from the workgroup level regions helping to put together 
this package and the briefing level from division director to office director.  

Conducted the tribal consultation from April – June and received 40 comments from 
tribes.  It included tribal representatives from NTWC, USET and individual tribes. 

 
Outreach to intergovernmental associations began on October 1, 2014. A call was 
conducted with: 

 Association of Clean Water Administrators,  

 ECOS 

 National Council of State Legislators 

 Western governors association 

 Western States Water Council 

The call went smoothly and the following questions were asked: 

 How many tribes have TAS for various programs? 

 Where there any tribe in process of obtaining TAS for programs? 

 What was the nature of the tribal comments during the tribal comment period? 

There were requests for follow on briefings.  Those were completed at the end of October 
and the following questions were asked: 
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 What are the number of tribes that have TAS? 

 What would happen in an up/down approach is a tribal TMDL would affect an 
upstream state?   EPA explained a tribal TMDL would affect an upstream state 
just as a state TMDL would affect an upstream state. 

 Would the process for 303d TAS be consistent with other TAS processes?  Yes, 
we are looking at the standards process as a starting point. Working to streamline 
the process as much as possible.  

 Will the rule cover implementation within Indian country? EPA explained the 
purpose is to set up a process for getting TAS.  Not to get into the rules of process 
implementation. 

Sarah noted that a statement has been added our draft rulemaking package that tribes 
have inherent sovereign authority as recognized in MT case as it came up in 
comments. 

Next Steps 

 Once the comments are implemented management briefings will be 
conducted. 

 Targeting early 2015 to publish rulemaking for public comment. 

 Reviewing and responding to comments and drafting changes to provisions or 
preamble as necessary. 

 Publication of final rule – early 2016. 

Ken noted it sounds like a strong indication EPA is moving forward with the initiative because it 
is the right thing to do.  Phil noted in Idaho where the state is against self governance of tribes.  It 
is amazing of how it changed the public perception of Indian Tribes now.  We are seen as 
regulators.  It is a valuable tool and helped us to maintain oversight.   

Other comments or questions: 
Nancy Schuldt:  This did not make it on the formal agenda.  How is the Clarification to  
the WQS - proceeding? 

Fred:  Not a part of the workgroup.  There is a lot of work going on. It is in deliberative 
process.  Comment period and outreach have been completed.  It’s a matter of making 
decisions based on comments received.  This one does go back to OMB.  He couldn’t 
bring in any dates. 

 

3) Continued discussions with Felicia on NTWC follow-up items -  
a) Survey on O&M costs from tribal utilities 
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Part of the initiative was the workgroup getting permission to move forward with 
information found during interagency initiative to collection information on tribal utilities 
O&M. 

 
The NTWC wants to identify funding sources with contractors or internal process under 
the federal entities to move forward.  Is there something the NTWC can do to move 
forward to fund these activities?  Who do we send we send our support letters asking 
them to commit to this important endeavor that is a barrier that has been identified under 
the task force under O&M? 

Felicia explained the project was first funded with David Harvey to look at OEM costs in 
IC. The contractor did the first part and they want to do more.  The report noted it should 
be a shared approach.   Felicia was not able to remember the details but recalled the 
analysis should be the most cost effective to identify the needs.   

Felicia recommended sending support letters to USDA and HUD. 

Action: NTWC will put forward a support letter and think it would benefit the tribes.  
Send it out to the ITF and they can send it out all the heads.  Ken and Shaun will work on 
this and have the draft ready by the December 10, 2014 meeting. 

 
Action:  Felicia follow-up with David Harvey’s proposal for NTWC determine where it 
is cost effective.  
 

b) Update on Nutrient Strategy –  
Steve Terry, Denise Jensen and Michael Bolt sit on this group. 

Tom Wall and Matt Richardson joined via conference line. 

Yesterday the NTWC discussed moving this initiative together to form a task force on 
nutrient strategy with all federal entities.  Ken asked Michael and Denise to lead the 
discussion.   
 
At the last workgroup meeting it was discussed that Nancy Arazon is gathering all the 
NTS 319 success.  Also Terrill Erickson from NRCS gathering this information so they 
can put together their best management practices.  Once this information is put together t 
all this information placed in a repository to direct tribes if they have a problem with 
nutrients. 
 

 Nancy Schuldt recommended Nancy Arazon Look beyond the 319 program and 
look at the competitive grants.  They are a good source of information but some 
are related to nutrients. 
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Climate Change Resiliency – it looks at drought areas affected by climate change.  Ask 
Ken Kopocis or Michael Shapiro if this is a mechanism for funding for cyanobacteria 
research.   Felicia noted that Roger Gorky may be a better person to direct this question.  
He is the OW representative on a federal agency panel on drought.  They are focusing on 
different parts of the country.  

Action:  Felicia will follow up with Roger Gorky on funding mechanisms for drought related 
climate change research. 

 
Goal or End Point for the workgroup:  

 Develop criteria for nutrients so when tribes put together their WQS they have 
guidance is the goal. 

Gathering information on gathering all the NTS 319 success stories was 
something the group could do now that could assist tribes. 

 
Action: Report out on the EPA sponsored Non-Point Source Meeting in mid November.   
 
Ken:  Are there initiatives coming in and pressuring headquarters to look this in a more 
focused arena under the safe drinking water act with regards to nutrient criteria for 
drinking water and cyanobacteria?   
Tom Wall:  A health advisory is planned to be met by 2015.  It is not going to have the 
full effect as a NCL but it is something to aim for tighter than the World Health 
Organization guideline of 1 part per billion.  Short term exposures.   
 
Action: Post to the NTWC the Tribal Nutrient Strategy and Guidance and have it mapped so 
programs can go to the area that needs to be addressed and access information. (Felicia’s 
suggestion)  

Michael Bolt noted any technology that comes out for nutrient strategy the MS River Basin 
would be the best candidate.  We know that we are not going to solve our problems with 319 
dollars.  We have USDA and it’s probably the best strategy.   

 

4) NTWC Priorities Discussion with OW Management 

Ken Kopocis and Michael Shapiro joined the discussion via conference line and webcast.  Ken 
thanked the NTWC for having the opportunity to discuss priorities with the council.  He 
welcomed the council’s interest in the subjects. 

Ken Norton provided a summary of priorities NTWC council would like to work with EPA OW 
staff that have impact to tribal waters and land.  He explained the NTWC fully understands the 
budget the horizon that has impacted tribal ability to administer EPA water programs and 
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working within that mechanism.    The NTWC focus on discussion is the ability of EPA to work 
with flexibility to move money or flexibility within the various media programs such as GAP to 
help tribes implement environmental water protection and priorities in IC.   

 

a) GAP Guidance – There needs to be clarification in the ability to use funding to support 
tribal priorities. The GAP language for capacity building is very broad.  There is a mutual 
partnership amongst tribes and EPA that looks at tribal priorities and meshing them 
together has a strong environmental presence in Indian Country (IC).   The current 
implementation of the GAP guidance restricts and narrows capacity building for tribes.  
Particularly with continuity with tribal programs.  

 The NTWC will develop a letter looking at the ability to have flexibility for baseline 
implementation funding for tribal water program evaluation, i.e. cyanobacteria 
evaluation, and will request a clear definition within the process on how to use the 
money.  

 EPA Tribal Environmental Plan (ETEP) under GAP is required for all GAP funding, 
and this moves tribes further away from flexibilities, pigeon holing tribes to form the 
censure of their dollars for EPA priorities. 

 The NTWC understands GAP is for capacity building; however, there are limitations 
in the restrictions in federal dollars for tribal allocations particularly under 106 to 
monitor and protect their waters.  The NTWC is not asking for additional dollars but 
for EPA to reprogram the program dollars and have the flexibility to target our 
environmental priorities. 

 
b) TAS Reinterpretation of the CWA TAS  

Ken Norton noted the NTWC spoke to Fred Leutner and Sarah Furtak regarding the 
status of the initiative and found it reassuring EPA has taken this initiative seriously , 
progress is being made, and language is being developed for management to review.  The 
NTWC sees this as positive and will be a success story of tribal EPA partnership. 

 Ken Kopocis noted he is aware this is an important issue to tribes.  He was a 
Capitol Hill staffer when this authority was written into the Act in 1987.  Section 
518 was intended to recognize there were tribal issues not adequately protected by 
either federal or state governments.  There were tribes that had their own capacity 
to operate as states and implement their own water program.  EPA continues to 
reevaluate how this works.  EPA wants to continue working in partnership and 
create opportunities for more tribes to participate in clean water activities. 
This also pertains to the section 303(d) initiative. 
 

c) Targeted Funding for Tribal Programs  
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Discussions are still occurring.  The NTC is in DC right now speaking with AEIO.  
Under the safe drinking and clean water goal.  Alex Cabillo will ask for a resolution from 
the body to move forward with a pilot project that will be presented to Administrator 
Gina McCarthy.  Requested targeted funding for tribes administering regulatory 
programs, particularly WQS. 

 
d) SP-14(b) Initiative 

Hopefully will finalize as strategic measure for the 2018 – 2021 Strategic Plan.  The 
NTWC is working with EPA on outreach to gather baseline tribal station participation.  
Outreach has been held in Region 9 and many tribes are supportive of the measure. 

 

 Ken Kopocis noted he was encouraged to hear comments on this initiative.  EPA 
sees this as an opportunity to work collaboratively and achieve shared interest in 
improving and maintaining water quality. 

 
e) Certification Programs for Tribal Waste and Drinking Water Facilities 

Steve Terry explained EPA puts out technical assistance and training. It’s nationwide 
with tribes included.  The tribal lead organizations which are regional cannot compete 
successfully to get a grant.  These go to large organizations such as Rural Community 
Assistance Partnership, AWWA or WEF. These corporations usually contact USET and 
Intertribal Council of Arizona to provide support because they don’t have expertise to 
work with tribal utilities.  Partnership agreements usually do not work out well.  Two 
tribal led organizations who are approved nationally to provide Drinking Water 
Certification to Tribes but receive no dollars to do so. 
 

 NTWC will request out of the 16 million dollars EPA puts out for training and 
technical assistance a portion is set aside for tribal led organizations.  USET and 
ITCA is EPA approved for Drinking Water Certification for tribes and can do a 
better job than the large corporations. 

 
f) Mining Loopholes 

The NTWC has voiced their concern over these loopholes with Nancy Stoner.  The 
agency responded it has not made a final decision moving forward but identified several 
mechanisms could be utilized in a technical science based application.  The NTWC feels 
changing the language to what it originally was is a step that needs to be taken. 

 
Nancy Schuldt noted the NTWC will likely be resubmitting our comment letter on 
closing the mining loopholes as part of comments on the current comment period for 
Waters of the US.  The exclusion of the mining industry using streams, rivers, lakes and 
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wetlands as unregulated waste treatment systems. That remains in the updated definition 
Waters of the US. 

She stressed that EPA has within its own discretion to make meaningful changes to how 
the mining industry is regulated without any changes to regulation through interpretation 
and implementation of the CWA.  It has profound implications for waters tribes rely on 
and Waters of the US. 

 Ken Kopocis explained that this is under a statutory prohibition of changing this 
rule.  Congress is doing this on an annual basis.  This continues to be an area 
where EPA understands the significance and the adverse effects associated with 
using water resources whether they are open waters or wetlands for disposal of 
mining material.  

 Waste treatment exclusion.  Ken looked forward to seeing tribal comments so 
they are part of the docket for Waters of the US.  He understands all the points the 
NTWC wants the agency to consider moving forward making revisions.  The rule 
is a primary area of interest for OW.  It will be finalized next year and received 
great support from tribal partners on this initiative. 

 EPA has invested heavily in time and resources in investigating Pebble Mine.  
670,000 comments have been received and an overwhelming number are in favor 
of the proposed determination.  The regional administrator will make a decision to 
recommendation for headquarters for final consideration to modify the proposed 
determination or to decide not to make a determination.   Ken had the chance to 
visit Alaska and noted why there is strong interest in the resource in the mine.  He 
thanked the NTWC for their support protecting this resource. 
 

5) Budget Horizon for the Tribal Programs  
Michael Shapiro provided a synopsis of the budget. The FY15 budget has not been approved.  
The change tribal set aside and revolving funds for CW and DW would be handled under the 
new proposal.   The percentage for tribes increased from 1% to 2% a few years ago.  The real 
value was declining and a set floor that had to be guaranteed for tribes.  EPA put in the 
President’s budget 30 Million for WW and 20 Million for drinking water. It would supersede the 
2% if it fell below the floor.  If the provision had been in place for FY2014, under the 2% 
calculation, 18.1 Million for DW and 29 Million for CW, tribes would have gotten an additional 
3 million dollars.  It was a well received portion of our proposal budget. 
 
The budget for FY2015 has an increase some of our categorical grant programs.  All have 
traditionally have tribal set asides.  An increase in these categories will increase tribal 
allocations; however, these increases were rejected on the House side.  The Senate was more 
supportive. 
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Work on the FY16 budget is moving forward.  EPA has submitted a request to OMB and waiting 
for a response.   

Ken Norton:  In regards to the FY2016 budget, there may be discretionary funding the OW may 
utilize for specific projects such as quantification of a drinking water standard for 
cyanobacteria.  The NTWC made a request for consideration to look at development of drinking 
water criterion for cyanobacteria if there are discretionary funds available.  

Ken Kopocis: The agency has embarked to look at agency tasks that are rightfully ours to assist 
communities to ensure the water supplies are safe.  In the near term the agency is looking at 
identifying potential threats.  In the long term, an action or trigger mechanism may be developed 
for people to know when they should be aware of cyanobacteria.  

Ken Norton: Funding under climate change in regards to drought conditions of cyanobacteria. 
The NTWC is curious about funds under the Climate Change Resiliency Initiative. 

Michael Shapiro: OW has been conducting activities in climate change.  The funds OW has 
available to address sources of nutrient pollution contributing to cyanobacteria for non-point 
sources, the 319 program.  Point sources would come through the set aside SRF for waste water. 
Not aware of separate pot of money.    

Kathy – Ground water impacts from hydraulic fracturing operations.  There are background 
documents.  Request that EPA work in all the points the agency has decision making authority in 
hydraulic fracturing and work in consideration on the impact on ground water.  EPA knows 
ground water contamination is more expensive to clean up than surface water contamination.  
Cleanup costs will exceed the amount of the dollar amount of the activity.   She reminded 
Michael that aside from the use of diesel, hydrocarbons have potential to effect ground water 

Michael – EPA’s authority dealing with hydraulic fracturing is constrained by well category in 
drinking water program.  EPA has authority where diesel fuel is used as fracturing fluid.  EPA 
has created guidance for permitting wells that are subject to federal requirements because of the 
use of diesel fuels. EPA believes this is a valuable tool for states and other regulating wells of 
this nature. 

He reminded the group of ORD’s research on fracturing and the effects on both ground and 
surface water.  EPA is looking for outcome of this study to inform public discussion on 
fracturing.  Christine Ruff is OW coordinator on hydraulic fracturing and can provide the NTWC 
with information regarding EPA’s work in this area. 
 

6) National Program Guidance – Vinh Nguyen 
Vinh provided the council with a status of the 2018 National Program Guidance for OW. 

 December and January to draft the draft guidance, measures and national targets.  
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 Due to OCFO in February.  It will be posted to public comment 2/23 – 3/23/15. 

 Our OCFO has scheduled an agency call with tribes on March 4, 2014.  The call is very 
high level.  There will be a separate call with OW that is usually with Mike Shapiro.    

 April 28, 2014 it is slated for publication. 

 Setting regional bid and finalize for October for 2016.  The next step we will finalize our 
response to NTWC.   It is a template with all comments organized by topics. 

Ken asked for an overview to understand how these strategies interconnect and if there a 
reevaluation mechanism or a report card on achieving those goals.   

Vinh explained the tribal strategy is really a measure and a description that pulls out the elements 
in the tribal program within the OW program. 

Ken Norton:  Is there a reevaluation mechanism or a report card on achieving those goals?  
Also, do you see any efforts that were in danger of being chopped but commitments were saved 
in light of efforts of this council or others? 

 Vinh Nguyen: The SP calls strategic review every year. It gives the status of tribes where you 
are in terms of long term goals.  No, haven’t seen any type of proposal to delete measures.  
 

7) PCF Stream Assessment as it related to Section 319 and 106 Funding - Presentation 
Non-point source project manager for the tribal programs, Nancy Arazon encouraged the use of 
the tool since it is low cost.  Healthy Watersheds Consortium Grant Request for Proposals (RFP). 
 
Each year EPA puts in $500K a year on a grant for healthy watershed restoration. EPA is looking 
for the grantee, an intertribal consortium, to leverage a minimum of 25%.  It can be financial.  
There can be several organizations can join in over the course of the grant.  It’s a five year grant 
and welcome them to bring in other to join.  Next Thursday there will be a Q&A of the RFP.  
Details can be found on the http://water.epa.gov/polwaste/nps/watershed/consortiumgrant.cfm 
 
Nancy also put in a request for the Recovery Potential tool (RPT) brings in environmental, 
economic and social data to get the biggest bang for your buck. 
It has to be part of a tribal consortium  
 
8) SP-14(b) Webinar –  
Ken opened the webinar describing its purpose and welcomed questions after the presentation.   
Michael Bolt presented the webinar. 
 

9) EPA Action Items Recap 
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The council discussed their strategy and actions identified at yesterday’s meeting with Felicia.  
Felicia reviewed the actions that were EPA’s responsibilities and asked for clarification on the 
GAP Guidance letter that will be sent to Administrator Gina McCarthy.  The items listed below 
were pulled into actions at the end of the meeting minutes. 

 
 

 Tribal Nutrient Strategy  - EPA to follow up with 319 success stories (Action) 

 319 looking into competitive grants and identifying all sources.  

 Climate Change - Using funding for cyanobacteria (two sources) Roger Gorky and 
National Tribal Science Council.  Maybe there is something their possibly with ORD or 
new opportunities with STAR grant.  

 ETEPs – Not a mutual understanding of what this is supposed to address.   

 Felicia noted OW is working on clarifying content in ETEPs.  What is the agency’s 
role, what is the tribes’ role and look at this and have a clear understanding across the 
agency.   

 GAP – NTWC will send letter gather information that would help clarify content.  Open 
ended on defining what tribal capacity is.  AEIO is a narrow focus on what is tribal 
capacity.  Draft a letter to the Administrator and cc JoAnn Chase and define tribal 
capacity in terms of flexibility, continuity and community capacity.  EPA needs to be 
specific in the matrix with regards to water.  Using funding for baseline funding for water 
needs.  Tribes need to access to the GAP fund with the regards to the 106 funds 
shrinking.  Tribes need the ability to utilize the funding sources available to tribes to its 
full capacity.  
 

 GAP – AEIO reevaluate GAP and determine what it is accomplishing for all its 
programs.  A randomized statistical research. Is GAP doing what it is intended to do?  No 
cherry picking. Completely random. 
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NTWC FALL MEETING 
NOVEMBER 6, 2014 

TRADEWINDS ISLAND GRAND 

RESORT – ST. PETE BEACH, FL 
NOVEMBER 4 – 6, 2014 

 

 

Agenda – November 6, 2014 (Day 3) 
1) Recap of meeting 
2) Communication Letters 

a) WATERS of US (Mining Loopholes) Outline letter: 
b) GAP Guideline Recommendations for Revisions Letter to Gina McCarthy and cc’d 

JoAnn Chase 
3) Review of By Laws, Policies and Procedures,  
4) Website and Social Media 
5) Mining Loopholes into a Facebook blast 
6) NTWC Membership:   
7) 2015 Spring Meeting 

a) Location  
b) Agenda Items 

 

1) Recap of Meeting 
The purpose of today’s meeting was to discuss open items and actions from days one and 
two.  The group discussed at length content for the GAP Guidance letter the council intends 
to send to Agency Administrator, Gina McCarthy. 
 

2) Communication Letters 
a) WATERS of US (Mining Loopholes) Outline letter: 

 Modify the letter for WATERS of US for the Mining Loopholes – Deadline for 
comments is November 14th.   Steve will forward Nancy the letter. She will add citations 
to the existing letter. She will have it done by early next week. 

 Nancy will send it out to the workgroup for review. 
 

b) GAP Guideline Recommendations for Revisions Letter to Gina McCarthy and cc’d 
JoAnn Chase 
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There will be a national meeting the week after next.  The comments will be helpful to 
raise at the meeting. 
What is the definition of tribal capacity?  Broad, flexibility, implementation 

 Statutory language   

 Develop a definition of capacity and implementation that covers tribes and ANVs. 
It should be no more than a paragraph long, Request to have it in the guidance.  
The language should not be in conflict with AIEOs initiative.  Use the statutory 
language as the framework.  Refer to the OIG report.   
Elements to include: (From Day 1 Discussion) 
o Keeping pit it broad with implementation language. 
o Clarify criteria for baseline water monitoring needs.  
o Requesting statutory language which mentions flexibility and tribal priorities. 
o Adequate flexibility to ensure limited funds can be director to address each 

tribe’s human health protection needs.  
o Concept of sustainability and capacity is not defined anywhere. Tribes should 

be able to define in context of their own needs and priorities. 

Recommendations: 

 GAP influences multimedia.  They could be included in a cross media within the 
National Program Guidance (NPG).  The NPG capsulates the strategies and how 
EPA measures their success. In regards to the GAP measure in the OW NPG. 
Even though AEIO is out OW it has a cross media effect in developing measures 
in Water that demonstrates the success of GAP.  Tribal priority is water.  Felicia 
noted this has merit.  

 If there is a measure or a goal we can lay out it can be laid out in the Tribal 
Strategy 
 

3) Review of By Laws, Policies and Procedures,  
Website and Social Media 
Chapter nine – Send Sheena anything the council is working on such as the Mining Loopholes 
white paper needs to be added to this chapter.   
Updating Bios – Sheena will send out a questionnaire to the council members.  Please respond to 
her and provide her with updated bios information.   

 

4) Mining Loopholes into a Facebook blast 
Sheena provided guidance on crafting a message for Facebook.   
Action: Steve will include pictures to support the Mining Loopholes message of a waste water 
treatment plants, dammed up waters. 
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5) NTWC Membership – 
Full membership is 16 to 18.  The group needs to identify areas of expertise where needed. 

Vacant position: Region 8 and a Navajo Nation representative.  Region 8 will replace Carlyle ?.   
Felicia will contact the Region 8 RTOC who will contact the RIC and tribal water coordinator 
who happens to be the same person.  

Steve has given up on Navajo Nation.  Felicia and Steve have discussed Region 8. She will 
identify Region 8 RTOC she will RIC and tribal water coordinator who happens to be the same 
person.  

The area of expertise is needed for hydrofracking. 

 

6) 2015 Spring Meeting – 
Time frame: Third week of April, 2015 in Washington, DC 

Agenda Items: 

 401 Certifications - need to have the statutory language defined and explaining the 
different sections. Examples of waivers are granted under the 401 certification under 
agreements (fast track).  

o Nancy may have an article to distribute.  Ask Nancy the name.   Laid out how a 
tribe can? 

o Felicia will coordinate 

 USACE for Mining Loopholes  (they have an oversight role) 

 Support of Region 10’s lack of certification of reduction of fish consumption protection.    

 SP-14(b) Laura Shumway, Susan Holdsworth 

 106 funding - Robyn Delehanty (there are other techniques and recommending their tribal 
leaderships to push this initiative forward) to an outside force such as Congress. 

o Felicia suggested having dialogue across all tribes and EPA on optimizing the dwindling 
funding.  How do we look at funding amongst all the competing interests? 

 Ambient Air from Mercury. 

 GAP Guidance from the group collectively.   
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NTWC FALL MEETING 

NOVEMBER 4, 2014 
TRADEWINDS ISLAND GRAND 

RESORT – ST. PETE BEACH, FL 
NOVEMBER 4 – 6, 2014 

 

 

 
Breakdown of Action Items: 
 
GAP Guidance 
Action: Draft letter to Gina McCarthy and JoAnn Chase regarding GAP Guidance. 
 See Day 3 Agenda Item 2 for  
 
Mining Loopholes  
Action: Modify letter to Nancy Sutley for comments on Waters of the US that outlines the 
NTWC stand on mining loopholes and concerns exempting waste treatments centers from 
Waters of US. 

 Deadline for comments is November 14th.   Steve will forward Nancy the letter. She will 
add citations to the existing letter. She will have it done by early next week. 

 Nancy will send it out to the workgroup for review. 

 

Action: Nancy, Kathleen and Phil will craft two paragraphs and add bullets on the NTWC web 
page to support the mining loophole strategy. 
 
Action: Steve will work on moving funding into the special projects of contract. 
Long term action: Craft a Facebook Blast with video. 

Action: Steve will include pictures to support the Mining Loopholes message of a waste water 
treatment plants, dammed up waters. 
 

Hyrdrofracking Strategy 
Action: Gather information on the RTOC PowerPoint that makes reference to the federal statute 
and the CWA and craft a recommendation policy document to Gina McCarthy.  
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Nutrient Strategy 
Action: Steve will draft a charter and get everyone to sign it for the interagency workgroup.  
Steve will do this after the annual USET meeting, December 1st.  
 
Survey on O&M costs from tribal utilities 
Action: NTWC will put forward a support letter and think it would benefit the tribes.  Send it out 
to the ITF and they can send it out all the heads.  Ken and Shaun will work on this and have the 
draft ready by the December 10, 2014 meeting. 

 
Action:  Felicia follow-up with David Harvey’s proposal for NTWC determine where it is cost 
effective.  
 

Tribal Nutrient Strategy 
Action:  Felicia will follow up with Roger Gorky on funding mechanisms for drought related 
climate change research. 
Action: Felicia will look into the National Tribal Science Council for climate change research. 
Action: Felicia to follow up with 319 Success stories. 
 
Action: Post to the NTWC the Tribal Nutrient Strategy and Guidance and have it mapped so 
programs can go to the area that needs to be addressed and access information. (Felicia’s 
suggestion)  

 
 
NTWC Membership 
Action: Felicia will follow-up with Steve regarding representation for Region 8. 
 
 
December 10, 2014 NTWC & EPA Call 
Action: Report out on the EPA sponsored Non-Point Source Meeting in mid November.   

 
 


